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Abstract:
Volcanic hazards pose a potential threat to 8% of the world’s population, yet the economic literature
on their short- and long-term consequences on household behavior and economic development is still
in its infancy. In this article, we present the state of the literature and highlight knowledge gaps and
methodological challenges inherent to the economic analysis of volcanic hazards and disasters. We
first present the physical aspects of volcanic activity and describe available physical data. We then
examine the concepts related to cost assessment of volcanic disasters. Finally, we discuss key micro
and macroeconomic research questions economists should investigate and identify relevant
methodological and data challenges. By highlighting research gaps in the “economics of volcanoes”,
we provide future avenues of research that will address policy-relevant debates in the context of
greater focus on risk mitigation, adaptation, and resilience policies aimed at mitigating natural hazards
and disasters.
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1. Introduction
It is estimated that between 8% and 14.5% of the world's population is currently exposed to a potential
volcanic hazard (Freire et al., 2019)4 and according to Ewert and Harpel (2004), this figure is expected
to increase in the future. Sustained population growth, increasing migration to areas (both urban and
rural) in close proximity to volcanoes, and the possibility of larger eruptions to come are the main
drivers of this trend. The rise in potential exposure will occur mainly in low-to-middle-income countries
(LMICs), where a significant part of the population has limited resources but where most active
volcanoes are located (see Appendix A). The so-called “Ring of Fire” circles the Pacific Ocean along the
Pacific coast of the Americas and Southeast Asia; the Great Rift Valley is a 6,000-mile crack stretching
from Lebanon to Mozambique that continues to expand. As a result, many large cities in LMICs,
including Mexico City, Manila, Guatemala City, San Salvador, Managua and Quito, are under persistent
threat of a volcanic eruption.
Eruptions can be highly destructive. Volcanic events have killed approximately 98,000 people and
affected about 5.6 million people worldwide during the twentieth century (Witham, 2005). The most
common consequences of volcanic events include loss of life, respiratory illness, and severe economic
losses, including destruction or damage to housing, infrastructure, and land. Compared to the excess
mortality triggered by other disasters, volcanic fatality counts might appear marginal. However, rare
volcanic disasters such as the 2018 twin eruptions of the Volcán de Fuego in Guatemala and of the
Anak Krakatau volcano in Indonesia, which together rendered the 2018 death toll from volcanoes
higher than that of the previous eighteen years combined (CRED, 2019), are forceful reminders of the
threat of volcanic activity. Moreover, more moderate but repeated volcanic hazards continue affecting
local populations worldwide. Indeed, there are approximately twenty volcanoes at any given time
around the world emitting ongoing eruptions (GVP, 2020).
Despite this risk proving economically significant at both the local and global scales,5 the economic
analysis of volcanic hazards is still in its infancy. Indeed, in the economic literature there are very few
contributions on volcanoes, compared to the number of contributions in other physical and social
sciences, as well as relative to the economic literature on other natural hazards (see Appendix B). This
article contributes to the literature by highlighting this dearth in research and calls for the increased
study of volcanic hazards in the economic literature.
A volcano is a geological structure formed when molten rock, ash and gases are emitted through a
rupture of the Earth’s surface. From an economic perspective, volcanoes can essentially be approached
through two lenses: ‘natural disaster’ risk and ‘amenity’ (e.g., touristic activity and geothermal energy);
however, this second aspect exceeds the scope of this paper6 since our emphasis is on hazards and
disasters. In this article, we highlight knowledge gaps and methodological challenges in this underexplored subject. Mobilizing the literature of the economics of disasters, environmental and natural
resource economics, economics of risk and uncertainty, and development economics, we review the
4

The first figure is based on the population living within 100 km of a volcano with at least one significant eruption,
the second is based on the population living within 100 km of a volcano that has erupted during the Holocene
period (the last 10,000 years to present). The 100 km radius represents a zone that can potentially suffer direct
damages from a volcanic hazard (Freire et al., 2019).
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See, for instance, the 2010 Eyjafjallajokull explosive eruption that had global impacts on air traffic
(Sigmundsson, 2010).
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The interested reader can consult Kelman and Mather (2008), Hearne and Salinas (2002) and Musafili et al.
(2019).
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concepts and the few research articles focusing on whether and how economies are affected by
volcanic hazards and disasters. We conclude that, in order to get the full picture of the distributions of
volcanic losses, there are many costs to assess that require the methods developed by economists, as
well as a variety of suspected effects and mechanisms to investigate in both micro- and
macroeconomics. In particular, the fact that most volcanic losses are localized around volcanoes makes
it likely that volcanic risk contributes to the creation of poverty traps at the foot of volcanoes. By
highlighting research gaps in the “economics of volcanoes”, we provide future avenues of research
that will address policy-relevant debates in the context of greater focus on risk mitigation, adaptation
and resilience policies needed to address natural disasters. In that sense, this article not only comes
within the vast literature reviews on natural disasters (Hallegatte and Przyluski, 2010; Cavallo and Noy,
2011; Sawada and Takasaki, 2017), it also follows up on an issue raised by many empirical studies.
Facing data challenges relative to the lack of both frequency of large disasters and data on smaller
adverse natural events, empiricists in search for variability in their data are forced to choose between
i) cross-country panel settings which provide sufficient prevalence of one type of natural disaster, that
may be correlated with many core institutional and geographic features (Hsiang and Jina, 2014;
Kocornik Mina et al., 2015), ii) the same settings within a single country and thus fewer chances to
disaggregate the effect of one type of natural disaster, especially if the country is small and the event
is rare (Anttila Hughes et al., 2013; Boustan et al., 2018), or iii) case studies of a specific major disaster
with limited external validity (Hornbeck, 2012; Deryugina et al., 2018). By discussing concepts of
economic analysis in the case of volcanic risk, our work highlights that the varying characteristics of
each type of disaster may lead to specific effects that should make one as reluctant to aggregate all
disasters into a unique variable in an empirical model as one would be concerned about missing
variables.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Firstly, Section 2 presents the physical aspects of volcanic
activity and describes available physical data. Section 3 examines what costs should be associated with
an eruption and how to assess them. In Sections 4 and 5, we discuss the suspected transmission
channels at stake at the microeconomic and macroeconomic levels, respectively, and review the scant
evidence on whether and how volcanoes affect welfare and development outcomes. Section 6
identifies relevant methodological and data challenges.

2. Volcanic hazards, volcanic risks and volcanic disasters
According to the UNDDR glossary,7 a hazard is “a process, phenomenon or human activity that may
cause loss of life, injury or other health impacts, property damage, social and economic disruption or
environmental degradation”. Many hazardous processes including earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
tsunamis, and landslides have a geological origin and are part of the Earth’s history. For a hazard to
turn into a disaster, populations and societies must be largely and adversely affected: “A disaster is a
serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society involving widespread human,
material, economic or environmental losses and impacts, which exceeds the ability of the affected
community or society to cope using its own resources”. Compared to hazard, the concept of risk
introduces the idea of probability: “disaster risk is the potential loss of life, injury, or destroyed or
damaged assets which could occur to a system, society or a community in a specific period of time,
7
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determined probabilistically as a function of hazard, exposure, vulnerability and capacity”. Hence, the
economic implications of a natural event such as an eruption will depend on both the characteristics
of the physical hazard and the population and assets that are exposed to it.
In this section, we provide an overview of the spatial and temporal heterogeneity and uncertainty
inherent to volcanism as a geological process, in order to illustrate the challenges of defining volcanic
risk in an economic framework.

2.1.

Characteristics of volcanic activity

The planet’s eruptive volcanoes are recorded in the database of the Smithsonian Institution’s Global
Volcanism Program. This database lists 1,428 volcanoes that are thought to have had at least one
eruption during the Holocene period. Among these, 443 active volcanoes have given rise to 3,445
observed eruptions since the beginning of the twentieth century.8
There is great heterogeneity in terms of physical characteristics, intensity, length and damages
resulting from what is called a volcanic eruption. Effusive eruptions release lava that follows
topographic depressions whereas explosive eruptions project gases and ash, as well as solid rock
fragments, that disperse in the atmosphere under the effects of wind. Explosive eruptions are the most
dangerous as they occur with little advance warning and cause the most deaths because populations
threatened by gas and burning ash do not have time to evacuate. Explosive eruptions also usually affect
larger areas because they can throw ashes up to several kilometres around a volcano. These eruptions
are also the most frequent and, according to Small (2001), most people exposed to volcanic hazard are
exposed to explosive rather than effusive eruptions. Lahars or mud flows are another type of volcanic
event that originates either from the heat of an eruption that melts snow or ice or that are the result
of torrential rains that fall on volcanic deposits. These landslides, which devastate everything in their
path and can travel for miles, are an extremely dangerous phenomenon.
Each individual eruption has its own characteristics: In particular, eruptions vary in their intensity and
temporal (duration) scales. The magnitude of volcanic eruptions is usually measured using the volcanic
explosivity index (VEI) introduced by Newhall and Self (1982). This index indicates both the amount of
mass ejected during an eruption and the size of the eruption column, which ranges from zero (gentle
eruption) to eight (mega-colossal eruption). 9
Eruptions may also trigger by-disasters. According to Gill (2014), volcanic eruptions are the natural risk
that generates the most secondary risks, which include landslides, ground collapse, and wildfires.
Even with the benefit of current technology, and despite the high level of surveillance of many
volcanoes worldwide, the probability of eruption associated with each of the possible volcanic events
for each location is far from certain. Simkin and Siebert (1984) emphasized that during the last 10,000
years (Holocene), 17 of the 21 largest historical eruptions have occurred at volcanoes that had
experienced no previous eruptions.

8

https://volcano.si.edu/list_volcano_holocene.cfm (last consulted on 30/12/2019);
https://volcano.si.edu/search_eruption.cfm (last consulted on 30/12/2019).
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This index indicates eruptions rated at VEI 1 produce between 0.0001 and 0.001 cubic kilometres of tephra
ejected. Each step in the scale represents an explosivity increase of tenfold. As far as duration is concerned, the
Smithsonian Institution’s Global Volcanism Program reports eruptions lasting from a few days to several years.
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2.2.

Measuring the impacts of volcanic activity

Volcanic risk assessment is a challenging endeavour because the heterogeneity of volcanic hazards and
the diversity of socioeconomic outcomes that can result from them imply that the selection of
indicators for volcanic activity is critical in empirical economic research.
Volcanic events are the best exogenous measure of volcanic hazards. They can be captured by three
indicators: the frequency of events over a given period, the magnitude of volcanic eruptions, and the
duration of an eruption. These physical indicators do not depend on a country’s level of development.
However, they are poorly correlated with the potential human and economic impacts of an event. As
a result, in the literature, volcanic activity is typically measured through the intensity of its effect (e.g.,
mortality, economic costs of damages), although these effects obviously have an endogenous
component. Different databases exist that record the intensity of the impact in terms of the damage
of volcanic activity (Simkin and Siebert, 1994; Tanguy et al., 1998; Witham, 2005; EM-DAT, CRED,
2010,10 DesInventar11).
Among the sources just referenced, the emergency Events Database (EM-DAT) is the only open access
database which provides the intensity of the impact of natural disasters worldwide.12 Three main
outcomes of the intensity of a shock are recorded: the number of people killed, the number of people
affected, and the damage estimated, in US dollars. Because the data entry procedure is subject to
many checks, this database is widely used by various international research institutions. As far as
volcanic hazards are concerned, however, many researchers have pointed out a number of deficiencies
and measurement errors.
First, only disaster events are recorded. To be included in EM-DAT, a disaster must have killed ten or
more persons, affected one hundred or more people, caused a state of emergency to be declared, or
provoked a call for international assistance. This means that small volcanic events and events occurring
at a limited geographical scale are not recorded. However, repeated small or medium events such as
ash falls can seriously affect both domestic and daily productive activities, and may have long-term
health impacts and significant economic consequences (Choumert-Nkolo and Phélinas, 2020). Some
affected people may not be able to restart their former economic activities because their capital (land
and livestock) has been destroyed or seriously damaged.
Second, different historical records of casualties caused by volcanic events show considerable
inconsistencies in the number of victims (Tanguy 1998, Simkin et al., 2001, Witham 2005). There are
several reasons behind these discrepancies. Records in the number of fatalities are often based on
vague qualitative indications or approximations and not on accurate “confirmed” counts (Simkin et al.,
2001; Witham, 2005). Some effects of a shock may become evident only over the long term. For
instance, some people may die well after an initial eruption from respiratory illness, injuries caused by
the event, or even later by indirect food shortage, malnutrition, or poor housing and sanitary
conditions in evacuation areas (Hansell et al., 2006; Halkos and Zisiadou, 2018).13 Although records for
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DesInventar is a database comparable to EM-DAT but mainly covers Latin American countries and, to a lesser
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Note that the final fatality figures in EM-DAT may be updated even long after the disaster has occurred.
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recent events are/tend to be more accurate, the poor reliability of historical data raises the problem
of time series consistency.
In addition, according to Witham (2005), the term “affected” is problematic and confusing because
people are affected in very different ways. However, there are no standards for collecting all these
aspects and the content of the term appears to have changed over time. It initially referred primarily
to evacuees and those rendered homeless. Later on, it included persons under alert and those seriously
affected by ash falls.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the numbers of killed/injured/affected/missing persons depends both
on a country’s level of development and the location of the event itself. Persons living in remote areas
and in LMICs are less likely to be reported in the statistics. In addition, the real cause of death/injury
might be unclear because health services and doctors able to make a reliable diagnosis may be lacking.
The amount of economic loss also depends on the country’s GDP per capita. The magnitude of
economic losses is expected to be greater in richer countries because more private property and
greater assets are at risk, and public infrastructure is more developed.
Finally, routine data collection rests with national and local authorities. The numbers reported are
highly sensitive figures and could be tainted with errors reflecting socio-political considerations or the
desire to secure a higher volume of international aid.
All the issues raised above point to the risk that the probability that an event will be recorded is
arguably endogenous to the country’s level of income and thus its economic damage. Furthermore,
large measurement errors concerning minor events give a misleading indication of the economic risk
for populations living near a volcano. Such data deficiencies limit volcanic risk assessment by scientists
and policy makers and are an obstacle to understanding response, adaptation, and resilience to the
exposure of a volcanic hazard.

3. What are the costs of volcanic hazards?
There is large interest among academics, insurance companies, and public authorities in charge of risk
management and post-disaster recovery in measuring the economic costs of natural disasters. Yet
despite a wide spectrum of methodological approaches designed to assess these costs, not much is
known about them. In this section, we provide a conceptual overview around the economic costs of
volcanic events, by firstly providing a review of state-of-the art concepts and methodologies for
measuring the costs of natural disasters, as presented by Hallegatte and Przyluski (2010), and secondly,
by offering suggestions for future research.

3.1.

Direct and indirect costs

Volcanic events generate significant natural, social, human and built capital losses. This section
provides an overview of commonly used concepts in cost assessment. The conceptual framework is no
different from that related to natural disasters (See Hallegatte and Przyluski, 2010, for a thorough
overview of the literature).
Direct losses are immediate consequences of a physical volcanic event. Loss of built capital, human
capital and agricultural assets are major components of these direct losses. Built capital notably
includes buildings, dwellings, schools, energy and road infrastructure, telecommunications, water
6

systems, etc. Direct losses are divided between market and non-market losses. On the one hand, prices
can be observed for market losses and typically include the damage or destruction of assets, whose
value can be imputed through reparation or replacement costs. Yet imputing the monetary value of
these losses is far from straightforward, and existing methods do not account for the distributional
impacts of such capital losses (Gaddis et al., 2007). Moreover, since existing methods are based on
market prices, they are subject to a series of constraints which are context specific such as the
existence of informal housing markets or other missing markets. On the other hand, prices can’t easily
be observed for non-market losses, which can include damage or destruction of cultural and historical
sites, ecosystems, and health impacts.14 The economic literature provides a wide range of tools to
estimate the economic value of non-market goods and services, but many debates persist with respect
to the terminologies and tools used (see non-market valuation techniques, Champ et al., 2003;
statistical value of human life, Doucouliagos et al., 2012). Indirect losses arise in the aftermath of a
volcanic event. As there is no consensus on the typology of these indirect losses, Hallegatte and
Przyluski (2010) suggest the use of the following criteria: “Indirect losses are caused by secondary
effects, not by the hazard itself. Indirect costs can be caused by hazard destructions or by business
interruptions. In addition to this obvious criterion, costs are indirect if they are spanning on a longer
period of time, a larger spatial scale or in a different economic sector than the disaster itself.” The
authors add that “With this definition, the reduction in agriculture yield, and in farmer income, are
considered as direct costs, consistent with intuition, while the impacts on other economic sector
trading with the agricultural sector are indirect costs.” Indirect losses can take the form of both market
and non-market losses, including loss of earnings or employment as a result of road damage or a
decrease in consumer demand, as well as short-term and long-term impacts on macroeconomic
aggregates such as poverty rates, gross domestic product and government expenditure. (These
macroeconomic effects can also be referred to as secondary effects, Martí and Ernst, 2008). See further
discussions on these macroeconomic costs in Section 5.
Indirect costs are a major component of the total cost of natural disasters (Hallegatte and Przyluski,
2010; Martí and Ernst, 2008) but most assessments are made based on direct costs, which thus leads
to a general underestimation of the costs of natural disasters. As a matter of fact, costs reported in the
aftermath of a disaster typically refer to more tangible costs, whereas intangible costs are mostly
reported in non-monetary terms (e.g., the number of affected persons).

3.2.

Future research and methodological challenges

The field of economics allows us to quantify the losses suffered by a community or a country as a result
of volcanic events beyond those caused by physical destruction. Nevertheless, although they affect
millions of people worldwide (see Section 2), there remain significant research and knowledge gaps on
the total economic costs of volcanic events. As seen previously, cost assessments of volcanic events
are complex since damages are spread out at different magnitudes, as well as temporal15 and spatial
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Halliday et al. (2019) explored variation in air quality generated by volcanic eruptions of the Kilauea in the state
of Hawaii. They identified a strong correlation between volcanic emissions and air quality, and their analysis
suggests that a one standard deviation in particulate pollution led to an increase of 23% to 36% in expenditures
for emergency room visits caused by pulmonary outcomes. One illustration of non-market direct loss assessment
is the valuation of economic services from forests that were destroyed by the 2018 eruption of the Volcan de
Fuego, Guatemala (WB/ECLAC/PNUD, 2018).
15
There can be significant heterogeneity in the intensity and duration of volcanic events, which may evolve over
time. For instance, ash falls entail a cost in the aftermath of an event, but they can increase soil fertility in the
long term (Lansing, 2001).
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scales (sometimes in multiple countries). This subject therefore deserves further research efforts to
better address responses to disasters and public policies involving volcanic hazards.
Firstly, cost assessment of volcanic events can only be derived by drawing from a wide range of the
social and physical sciences and would therefore be better addressed by multidisciplinary teams.
Secondly, volcanic events have the characteristics of both slow-onset and sudden-impact events (Martí
and Ernst, 2008). This creates uncertainty about the temporal scope of cost assessment, creating a
climate of uncertainty that can delay post-disaster reconstruction efforts. This relates to the issue of
damages being at different magnitudes and temporal and spatial scales, which deserves further
understanding through joint work between physical and medical scientists and social science
researchers. Thirdly, cost assessment of volcanic events relies on having a baseline scenario and
establishing a counterfactual to assess how the welfare of the community would have evolved in the
absence of the volcanic event. In many cases, since volcanic events are very localized, it is not possible
to build a counterfactual (see further discussion in Section 6.1 on socio-economic data). Finally, as with
any other type of natural disaster, an obvious consequence of volcanic eruptions is the excess mortality
and morbidity they can directly and indirectly cause. With the exception of Halliday et al. (2019), there
is no study to date on the valuation of exposure to volcanic activity in terms of health-related costs for
residents or poor labor market outcomes in supply and/or productivity, effects that have been
evidenced in the case of air pollution from anthropogenic sources (Graff Zivin and Neidell, 2012;
Deryugina et al., 2019).
Cost assessment of volcanic events is a challenging exercise, both from a methodological and
operational point of view. Still it is crucial for aiding policy makers when they have to decide what
resources to provide in order to prepare for and mitigate future shocks. Cost assessment exercises,
however, say little about the adaptive behavior and subsequent response of affected households to
such shocks. In order to better inform risk management and post-disaster policies, economists should
thus put more effort into understanding household behavior in the presence of volcanic hazard and in
the aftermath of a disaster.

4. Household economics and volcanoes
Economic cost assessments fail to detail how volcanoes impact well-being. Aggregate losses that
appear negligible may hide disastrous socioeconomic impacts when inflicted on deprived households,
particularly where infrastructure and equipment were already insubstantial prior to an event. This
issue appears all the more relevant when the concepts of development microeconomics are mobilized
and the few micro studies available at this time are reviewed, as in this section. Moreover, the level of
volcano-induced costs depends on how much effort people have invested in their own protection.
According to the literature, part of the costs incurred may be attributable to the tendency of
households to under-protect against volcanic hazards, making some of these costs avoidable.

4.1.

Concepts

The analysis of the welfare losses inflicted on exposed households by a natural hazard uses concepts
developed by two arrays of microeconomic studies in the literature. The first focuses on ex-post
impacts when a shock occurs, and the second considers ex-ante strategies used by households to
manage a risk in anticipation of a future shock. Given the location of volcanoes in LMICs, both ex-post
and ex-ante effects can be analyzed in the light of the linkages between a volcanic risk, the poverty
status of exposed individuals, and local markets inefficiencies. On the one hand, the endowment of
household assets strongly defines the extent to which the household will be able to limit losses to their
well-being when a disaster strikes (vulnerability) and to recover from them (resilience). For a high8

vulnerability and low-resilience household, the occurrence of a natural disaster can render it unable
to meet its basic needs and trapped in poverty, thus even more vulnerable and less resilient to a future
shock. On the other hand, the threat of a disastrous event itself cannot be efficiently transferred away
(missing or incomplete insurance market) from exposed households and small entrepreneurs. It affects
their welfare and productive investment given their attitudes towards risk (Gollier and Pratt, 1996) and
despite sophisticated but costly ex-ante self-insurance arrangements (Rosenzweig and Binswanger,
1993; Elbers et al., 2007). The responses of individuals to risk thus often perpetuate poverty.
For the poorest who have no access to financial markets and sacrifice allocative efficiency in order to
smooth income fluctuations, ex-ante strategies can result in adopting additional productive activities
with low marginal returns in order to diversify portfolios (Rosenzweig and Binswanger, 1993),
increasing the share of capital dedicated to subsistence farming (Fafchamps, 1992) or to off-farm
activities (Fafchamps, 1993; Macours, 2013) as well as a de-capitalization of productive assets
(Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 1993). Yet the self-insurance feature of such strategies identified in cases of
weather variability can only stand if capital stocks of both farms and off-farm businesses, as well as
precautionary savings in the form of grains or livestock, are immune to the shock, a condition that is
hardly expected when a volcanic disaster strikes.
As with asset sales, informal insurance mechanisms consisting in sharing risk with geographically close
friends and relatives (Udry, 1994; Fafchamps and Gubert, 2007) may be seriously challenged around
volcanoes because of the covariant nature of volcanic hazard. Instead, sending a household member
to work away from an exposed area could be used for diversifying the kinship network and thus
receiving remittances in case of a shock (Stark and Lucas, 1988; Rosenzweig and Stark, 1989; Gröger
and Zylberberg, 2016). However, damaged infrastructure following a volcanic event can further limit
the influx of support to the victims. Mobile technology may facilitate longer-distance assistance
through phone-based transfers (Jack and Suri, 2014); still those with the greatest need are not
necessarily those who receive such transfers (Blumenstock et al., 2016).
Therefore, household responses to a volcanic hazard are likely to best succeed in partial insurance,
leading one to expect a decline in consumption, health, and education expenses when the uninsured
volcanic event occurs, resulting in adverse and enduring impact on well-being (Dercon, 2004) that may
be irreversibly transmitted to future generations and likely affect girls more than boys (Maccini and
Yang, 2009). Being covariant and likely to trigger ex-ante coping strategies, the volcanic hazard is
expected to cause household heavy losses (Ligon and Schechter, 2003; Elbers et al., 2007) that are
unevenly distributed across households.
Population declines through outmigration from an area where a disaster has destroyed part of the
capital stocks has been proven to be a predominant adjustment to re-establish labor market
equilibrium (Hornbeck, 2012). Yet a volcanic event may not only cause residents to leave affected areas
through the loss of income-generating opportunities. It may also counteract outmigration. Despite the
destruction that can shrink a local housing market supply, relative land prices are likely to increase in
close safer areas in the medium run after an event, pricing poor households out of these safer areas
and encouraging them instead to stay in or move to affected areas (Boustan et al., 2018). Second,
disasters make more costly the access to financing needed to source the substantial up-front costs that
migration requires, resulting in credit constraints more likely to bind (Yang, 2008). Therefore, migration
flows following volcanic events may worsen inequality as the rich move away from affected areas while
the poor are left behind. In such a setting where households continue bearing the risk of uninsured
losses, research has also identified demand-side causes for low levels of self-protection. For instance,
public relief programs and private charities are a well-known zero-premium substitute for selfprotection efforts. Called “charity hazard” (Browne and Hoyt, 2000), the crowding-out effect on self9

protection depends on how much confidence exposed people have about receiving assistance in the
event of a shock (Raschky et al., 2013). Fuelled by the extensive media coverage to be expected
following an event as sensational as an erupting volcano, assistance to those affected can be rationally
anticipated by residents when considering the possibility of disastrous volcanic hazards.
All of these strategies share the assumption that exposed individuals base their decisions on accurate
knowledge of losses and probabilities. However, when considering an infrequent risk composed of
incalculable combinations of hazards, people simply have no chance that their expectation is ultimately
aligned with the real threat. Whatever the case, whether people perceive the volcanic risk and respond
accordingly ex ante or whether they are fully uninsured and unprepared when a volcanic event occurs,
the same conclusion emerges: volcanic activity is conducive to irreversible disinvestments.

4.2.

Review of micro studies on volcanic risk

In line with the microeconomic literature, a limited pool of research articles provides evidence that
volcanic hazard contributes to the creation of poverty traps at the foot of volcanoes. Together these
articles point to a slower accumulation of physical (Faurie et al., 2016; Stéphane, 2018) and human
(Caruso, 2017; Choumert-Nkolo and Phélinas, 2020) capital that can persist over generations (Caruso,
2017), as well as a decrease in social capital in poor communities (Stéphane, 2018) and among
displaced people (Schwefer, 2018).
Stéphane (2018) showed that ex-ante effects on the accumulation of productive assets on Indonesian
farms at risk of eruption can lead to a large capital stock gap. Also in Indonesia, Faurie et al. (2016)
found that genetic differentiation favoring risk-averse attitudes among the most exposed inhabitants
had occurred. Choumert-Nkolo and Phélinas (2020) provided evidence that households threatened
by the Tungurahua volcano in Ecuador do not engage in diversifying their economic activities
compared to unexposed households do. In line with this result, Caruso (2017) showed that volcanic
eruptions that occurred in Latin America during the twentieth century have engendered long-lasting
negative effects on the education and employment of affected individuals and their children, finding
that some children attended school for a shorter period and were more likely to experience child labor
if one of their parents was exposed to an eruption in his/her childhood. Among all natural disasters,
Caruso (2017) found that volcanoes were responsible for the most devastating long-term effects on
wealth.
In an Indonesian case by Schwefer (2018), alteration of parents’ abilities to provide a nurturing
environment for their children following eruptions was confirmed as a possible mechanism underlying
the intergenerational transmission of the shock. The author attributed a decrease in household
expenditures to the volcanic event, along with an increased likelihood for affected households to suffer
from domestic violence, alcohol or drug abuse and lower emotional well-being.
In terms of social capital, Stéphane (2018) showed that interpersonal cooperation following an
eruption tends to decrease with the homogeneity of wealth among members from Ecuadorian
communities settled around the Tungurahua volcano. Accordingly, homogeneously poor households
in affected communities may be even more vulnerable and less resilient to any future shock.
The only empirical results on migration decisions following an eruption come from Bohra Mishra et al.
(2014) and are mixed. Still some suggested evidence can be found in Stéphane (2018) who showed
that a positive correlation between the level of trust in public authorities by a household head living
at risk of the Tungurahua volcano and the proportion of his/her children who remain in the same
parish. This result is more worrisome in light of the author’s previous findings that trust towards these
institutions was fostered by the intensity of a past eruption. He argued that highly exposed individuals
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may reward the authorities for their past risk management with more confidence. Ultimately then,
public efforts may have hampered outmigration from affected areas.

4.3.

Future research

Since at-risk populations appear prone to underinvesting in protective measures against volcanicinduced damages and because of their high vulnerability and low resistance to shocks, the efficacy of
public interventions, such as information campaigns, warning systems, and evacuation and relocation,
intended to protect those at risk call for insights as to their efficacy or lack thereof. In particular, future
research on location decisions and on how people process information on risk seems all the more
relevant in the light of the history of volcanic crisis/crises that is replete with cases of residents refusing
to evacuate or returning to an established risk area, and with controversies among stakeholders when
receiving a warning (Fearnley et al., 2018; Barclay et al., 2019).
The first salient knowledge gap regards relocation decisions. Public policies assisting in moving a
population may be desirable if residents cannot afford the migration costs into safe places or if they
fail to follow safety recommendations. Yet the permanence of relocation policies can hardly be
expected due to the irreversible investments that have locked people into the location of risk. While
choice of residence can in theory be a prominent protective measure against volcanic risk, relocating
appears to be associated with substantial sunk costs, great enough to force generations to remain
exposed, even once the uncertainty over the risk is resolved and reveals the sub-optimality of the
location. Competing with the role of uncertainty about the threat as a reason why people live near
volcanoes, the presence of income-generating opportunities that are more profitable than those in
safer places also makes volcanic environments attractive. Extracting volcano-related resources (sands
and rocks for construction, as well as gems and minerals), offering touristic activities based on volcano
landscapes and hot springs, and working in a geothermal power plant would outperform any other
employment alternative in a non-volcanic place if wage differentials were large enough to compensate
for both the risk involved during the workday and the prospect of business interruption. Similarly, it
can be economically optimal not to incur the commuting costs required to live further from the threat.
Ultimately, the efficacy of information campaigns, warnings and evacuation plans is directly dependent
on how policymakers and populations communicate and understand and use forecasts that are often
highly uncertain. Despite major research literature, finding tools to analyze decision-making under risk
where knowledge is known to be incomplete is still an open exercise in economics (see for instance
Machina and Siniscalchi (2014), Gilboa and Marinacci (2016) and Al Najjar and Weinstein (2009) on the
theoretical literature on ambiguity). Credibly predicting whether and how uncertain information can
affect decisions calls for assessing which theory is the most appropriate to describe expectations
formation, and revision (Manski, 2004). Empirical evidence reports behaviors departing from Bayes’
rule (Poinas et al., 2012; Gallagher, 2014; Baillon et al., 2018). Uncovered “nonstandard” responses
that may be observed in volcanic settings include inertia leading to repeat past priors, direct
experiences held as more informative than indirect ones (Royal, 2017), and a tendency to decrease
protection after the absence of direct losses, regardless of whether the reason was the absence of
physical threat or the presence of past mitigation (Meyer, 2012).
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5. Macroeconomy of volcanoes
Are natural hazards such as volcanic events a tremendous obstacle to economic growth and
development in hazard-prone countries? The question is far from settled. The economic literature
focuses on natural events that cause great damage or loss of life, i.e., natural disasters. As the
macroeconomic literature on volcanic disasters is virtually non-existent, we refer to natural disasters
in general. This section first explores the theoretical mechanisms by which natural disasters, whatever
their origin, can affect economic activity. It then examines whether the empirical literature supports
the idea that natural disasters in general, and volcanic events in particular, have a powerfully negative
effect on economic growth.

5.1.

Identifying the channels of transmission

From a theoretical point of view, the effect of a disaster on subsequent economic growth is ambiguous.
Growth theories provide three competing hypotheses: first, a slowdown in growth in the short and
long term arising from the destruction of capital (the “no recovery hypothesis”); second, an economic
boom resulting from the reconstruction effort (the creative destruction and build back better
hypothesis); and third, no long-term effect for economies with a greater capacity to absorb shocks
(“the recovery to trend hypothesis”).
The traditional neoclassical growth theory teaches us that the immediate loss of the physical capital
stock following a natural disaster leads to a drop in output in the short term because the capital per
head decreases, as well as the productivity of essential assets such as land. Human capital may also
disappear as a result of excess mortality and morbidity, as well as due to potential international
population migration. Disruptions in the transport of goods and people and deficiencies in
infrastructure and communications are also likely to disturb supply chain management and thus, the
production of goods and services. As a result, short-term GDP growth would slow down, and depending
on various factors discussed below, the economy could enter a phase of long-term stagnation of per
capita output or even never return to pre-disaster levels and trajectory (Hsiang and Jina, 2014;
Hochrainer, 2009; Berlemann and Wenzel, 2018).
However, this pessimistic scenario may induce governments to implement countercyclical policies. If
public expenditure increases as a response to a disaster, the multiplier effect of this expense may
cancel out the initial drop in production. An increase in output is even possible, depending on the sign
and the magnitude of the multiplier (Albala-Bertrand, 1993). Conversely, if public spending follows a
decline in tax revenues, then the negative effect of the disaster on economic activity could be
reinforced. The final response of output depends on the fiscal space available to the government for
financing public deficit (Melecky and Raddatz, 2014). External aid and remittances could also lessen
the adverse macroeconomic impact if the international community increases the flow of funds to
affected countries to help the reconstruction process (Raddatz, 2009). In the same vein of argument,
if the losses are mainly driven by the uninsured share of the physical capital damaged, a recovery could
occur rapidly whenever the insurance coverage is higher (Von Peter and al., 2012; Breckner and al.,
2016).
Unlike neoclassical models, endogenous growth models consider that the destruction of productive
capital may lead to a “Schumpeterian creative destruction effect” or a “built back better” effect. On
the one hand, the destruction of obsolete and unprofitable technologies would have a “cleansing”
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effect on the productive system and provide an opportunity to adopt new technologies. As a result, a
boom in activity would follow the event, with new capital expected to be more efficient than that that
was destroyed. On the other hand, increased risk of physical capital destruction may lead to an
increase in human capital investment because the latter becomes more attractive. This higher human
capital may in turn foster the adoption of new technologies. As a result, the growth rate of total factor
productivity should increase (Skidmore and Toya; 2002; Hallegate et Dumas, 2009; Noy and DuPont,
2016).
Whether natural disasters will have significant macroeconomic impact and/or long-lasting effects on
growth is still being debated because the breadth and longevity of the effects depend on many key
variables. First, the magnitude of the disaster is important. If the share of capital destroyed (both
physical and human) is too low compared to the total capital available for production, it cannot weaken
the growth of output (Cavallo et al., 2013).
Second, the geographic location of the disaster (urban/rural; coastal/inland) matters because it
determines whether the disaster hits a particularly important sector in terms of its contribution to GDP
such as agriculture, mining or petroleum activity, which are usual around volcanoes and/or affect
densely populated areas. The final effect on economic growth depends on the forward and backward
linkages between the sector affected and the rest of the economy. As a result, disasters affect small
countries more dramatically than large ones because their economies typically rely on two sectors:
agriculture and tourism. Hence, they are less able to rebound from the macroeconomic impact of a
natural disaster through inter-sectoral or inter regional-transfers (Auffrey, 2003; Coffman and Noy,
2011).
Third, the disaster may interfere with ongoing social and political developments or pessimistic or
depressive economic expectations. Several contributions have stressed the importance of the
institutional framework in the ability of economies to rebound from a natural disaster (Raschky, 2008;
Raddatz, 2009, Noy, 2009).
Fourth, the macroeconomic effects of natural disasters vary with a country’s structural characteristics
such as its level of development. Natural disasters are expected to have stronger consequences in lowincome economies (Fomby et al. 2009; Skidmore and Toya, 2007; Noy, 2009; Raddatz, 2009;
Berlemann and Wenzel, 2018). One reason is that agricultural sector, which is highly vulnerable to
environmental conditions, figures predominantly in the GDP of these countries. In a more diversified
productive structure, powerful endogenous compensation mechanisms can neutralize the negative
sectoral impact of a disaster. A second reason is that low-income countries may lack human and
material capital, organizational ability, and financial resources to get back to their growth path
(Skidmore and Toya, 2007; Crespo and al, 2008).
In summary, the net impact of a disaster on the economy will depend on the sign and relative
contribution of each component underlying economic growth, which, in turn, depends on the countryspecific characteristics of the economy.

5.2.

The empirical literature

Because the dynamics of growth after a natural disaster are complex, the empirical literature provides
mixed and even contradicting conclusions about the direction and magnitude of the macroeconomic
implications of natural disasters. As there are no studies focusing exclusively on volcanic disasters, this
section reviews and discusses the literature on the growth impact of natural disasters in general.
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Most of the existing literature deals with the short-term effects of disasters on growth and generally
shows a negative effect (Felbelmary and Gröshl, 2014; Hochrainer, 2009; Noy and Vu 2010; Raddatz,
2009; Strobl, 2012). As far as long-term effects are concerned, some authors (Cunado and Ferrera
2013; Skidmore and Toya 2002; Leiter and al 2009) find that natural disasters are beneficial and have
a positive impact on long-term growth mainly through growth in factor productivity. Other authors
find either an insignificant effect (Albala-Bertrand, 1993; Cavallo et al., 2013) of natural disasters on
long-term GDP growth or a negative one (Berlemann and Wenzel, 2018).
Different types of natural disasters do have different effects. Few studies specialize in a specific type
of disaster, and to the best of our knowledge, none of the studies have focused on volcanic events.
However, natural disasters of volcanic origin, which often occur repeatedly in the same areas, may
have powerful negative effects on long-term growth. Geological disasters are sometimes isolated in
the analysis, but in addition to volcanic eruptions, they include earthquakes, landslides, and tidal waves
(Felbelmary and Gröshl, 2014, Raddatz, 2009). The authors find a negative or non-significant effect of
geological events on output. To the best of our knowledge, the only study (Felbermayr and Gröschl,
2014), which analyzes the impact of different types of natural disasters on growth, shows that volcanic
eruptions are the only events that have no effect on economic growth. This result may arise from their
database, which includes 800 volcanic eruptions of which they identify only nine large-scale volcanic
disasters16 over the period studied (1979-2010). Another possible reason is that volcanic events are
geographically limited to a region or even a county where the volcano is located and therefore affect
a country’s economic growth to a lesser extent.

5.3.

Future research

The above literature review suggests that natural disasters have complex effects on the economy in
which they occur. Therefore, much remains to be done in exploring the macroeconomic aftermath of
volcanic events. There is, in particular, a strong need for a more disaggregated analysis of the impact
of volcanic events on economic growth, according to the potential mechanisms through which they
may affect the different sectors of the economy and the level of development of the affected countries.
Whether the impacts will be transitory or permanent is a topic that should also be given more
attention. Understanding the interactions between the affected area and the national economy as well
as the ability of the affected regions to attract transfers from the central government will also help
researchers/economists understand the local effect of a given disaster. Looking at volcanic impact on
environmental capital (for example land fertility) and its economic repercussions would be another
key point. The reaction of local and national governments on public spending and fiscal policy is yet
unknown. Upward pressure on prices in all sectors of the economy (housing, transportation, energy,
water, agricultural products, etc.) hit by a volcanic disaster should also be investigated.

6. Discussion
6.1.

Challenges relative to socioeconomic data

16

Events that caused 1,000 or more injured or dead; affected 100,000 or more persons; or caused a monetary
damage of 1 billion or more US dollars.
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From both the microeconomic and macroeconomic analysis perspectives, the lack of economic
research on volcanic hazards and disasters can be explained by the lack of socio-economic data in
affected areas, as well by the spatial scale of existing data sets.
Indeed, the availability of socio-economic data on populations affected by volcanic hazards and
disasters lags behind the availability of physical information described in Section 2. Economists thus
lack sufficient quantitative household level information to provide rigorous analysis around risk
management and adaptation policies to volcanic hazards, even more so as volcanic hazards are very
localized. On the one hand, the spatial scale of existing household surveys (secondary data) doesn’t
allow for analysis of very localized events; on the other hand, implementing a household survey
(primary data) in volcanic-affected communities raises a variety of operational and ethical challenges.
With regards to secondary data sources, although there exist various household-level datasets in
countries affected by volcanic hazards, they are typically not available at the spatial scale that is
needed for conducting economic research on localized volcanic hazards. Indonesia, which is located
on the Pacific Ring of Fire and has 142 volcanoes, provides a good illustration of this issue. In a
population of 263 million people, over 8.6 million inhabitants live within 10 km from a volcano, over
68 million within 30 km and more than 179 million people within 100 km (Brown et al., 2015) of a
volcano. Yet existing large-scale datasets hardly cover these populations. Using four waves of the
Indonesian Family Life Survey (IFLS) from 1993-2007, Stéphane (2018) calculated the distances
between sampled communities and volcanoes and found that they were located too far away
(generally more than 20 km). Furthermore, even if a survey covers clusters close to volcanoes, these
clusters contain information for a limited number of households, reducing the potential for rigorous
quantitative analysis. Overall, despite the existence of more longitudinal surveys in many affected
countries, sample sizes are not sufficient to analyze very localized phenomena such as volcanic
hazards.
One way to downscale socio-economic data is to directly collect primary data in the affected zones.
However, this raises a series of ethical questions as to how to collect data in disaster-affected areas.
Indeed, existing research highlights that volcanic events have severe impacts on the psychological
health of affected populations (Patton et al., 2001; Ruiz et Hernández, 2014). When conducting a field
survey in post-disaster areas, it is thus recommended, as suggested by de Jong et al. (2016) and Tansey
et al. (2017), that researchers and field teams consider these populations as vulnerable. Recognizing
the potential for increased respondent burden, it is essential that the goals of the survey and potential
benefits are clearly stated in the consent form. For example, after a particular disaster several research
organizations may try to collect data from the same affected populations. In other situations, some
respondents may be under the impression that survey participation could be tied with humanitarian
or governmental assistance (see Jong et al., 2016). In situations where field enumerators come from
the disaster-affected communities, it is also important to understand how this may affect their mental
health and what services can be put in place to support them.
Relatedly, socio-economic data can be collected through participatory mapping and enumeration (see
Gaillard et al., 2016, for more information on quantitative participatory methods). Instead of relying
on external data collectors, dwellers can draw maps of risky/affected neighbourhoods (see the
example of Legazpi City in the Philippines, in Jackson and Aboagye, 2015). Such initiatives are only
possible through working closely and in coordination with local communities and other local
stakeholders. Participatory mapping enables the active participation of communities to share their
knowledge about volcanic hazards, allowing them to visualize risks and thus be better prepared in the
event of a disaster. This process can be completed by participatory enumeration conducted by trained
members of the communities and through prior discussions with community members in order to
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institutionalize their co-production of data. In the aftermath of a disaster, trained members are more
likely to be in a capacity to collect socio-economic data from affected households.
As discussed in previous sections, firms are also affected by volcanic hazards, be they household farms,
micro, small & medium enterprises, or larger firms. They can be affected in many ways: through
damage or destruction of their inputs, of roads and of other network infrastructure or by lower
consumer demand or depletion of their human capital. Yet very little is known empirically about these
effects. On the one hand, enterprise surveys, when they exist, have limited sample sizes; on the other
hand, just as for household surveys, their spatial scale does not allow for the addressing of research
questions about localized volcanic events.
At the macroeconomic level, challenges that arise are due to the limited availability of physical data
(see Section 2) and the aggregation of data using different methodologies. As highlighted by Hallegatte
and Przyluski (2010), the scope and precision of disaster related data improved in the 1990s, which
casts doubts on long-term time series or panel data studies. In addition to this, because large volcanic
disasters are scarce, it is more complicated to actually capture their macroeconomic impact in respect
to other macroeconomic shocks.
The use of satellite images, which is developing fast in economic research, will have obvious
advantages in the economics of volcanoes. Nonetheless, satellite images will have limited application
as their current resolution doesn’t allow us to explore injuries and fatalities, destruction and damage
to infrastructure, or any underground damage (e.g., pipes and sewer systems).
In summary, current statistical information provides an insufficient level of details (location of
households, gender, age, income groups, etc.) and does not allow researchers to build a pre-volcanic
event situation for key socio-economic indicators (baseline scenario). As satellite data initiatives make
progress in reporting more physical and socio-economic information, researchers will be able to
address more research questions on a topic which has been overlooked.

6.2.

Addressing endogeneity

Even with the appropriate socioeconomic data available, empirical challenges remain as to how to
identify the effect of volcanic activity on a socio-economic outcome through econometric models.
Estimating the causal effect of an independent variable measuring volcanic activity implies dealing with
endogeneity (i.e., the regressor correlating with the model’s error term) as estimates would otherwise
be biased. The previous sections have suggested that such a variable, albeit naturally occurring, can
turn out to be endogenous for several reasons.
We can assume that the main reason would be that since volcanic hazards are driven by stochastic
geophysical processes, then no confounding factor could correlate with both the independent variable
and a socio-economic dependent variable. Instead, volcanic locations are associated with geographic
features and other geophysical hazards (see Subsection 2.1) able to affect the economic system on
their own. Subsection 2.2 emphasized that the quality of self-reported volcanic disaster counts, and
losses depends on economic and political considerations that may confound results. In the same vein,
the different methodologies applied when assessing volcanic disaster costs (see Section 3) can lead to
a measurement error that may be systematically influenced by certain characteristics of the countries
as well. According to Section 4, whether a household is exposed to volcanic hazard is suspected to be
linked with pre-existing differences, since individuals can self-select through migration. Another issue
raised by Subsection 6.1 relates to the unrepresentativeness of samples and incompleteness of
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datasets supposed to reflect what a population affected by a volcanic disaster “is like” in its aftermath.
Omitted variables and an unmodeled selection process would therefore cast doubt on results.
Strategies applied in the natural disaster literature to overcome some of these issues include the use
of rich panel datasets to control for time-invariant confounders (e.g., Boustan et al., 2018), impact
evaluation techniques to build a more appropriate counterfactual (e.g., Coffman and Noy, 2012;
Deryugina et al., 2018), physical measures of the hazard as independent variable (e.g., Hsiang and Jina,
2014) and instrumental variables (e.g., Noy and Vu, 2010). In a study specifically focused on volcanicaerosol hazard, a noteworthy approach applied by Halliday et al. (2019) consists in using data on wind
direction as an instrument for the hazard.
If these strategies can provide convincing disaster impact estimates, questions on the long-term
consequences of inherent volcanic activity risk - including risk in the absence of recent hazardous
events – still require a more causal framework. As suggested in Sections 4 and 5, because locations
where eruption struck in the past are also those with higher exposure to future volcanic events, the
permanence of the effects of past events, combined with all potential confounders and ex-ante
adaptation behaviors, could make volcanic location paths so singular that no non-volcanic location
would yield an appropriate counterfactual. Volcanic islands are an illustration of this unique setting.
Yet without exogenous changes in a similar location’s volcanic risk (e.g., the outbreak of a new volcano)
that could serve as a natural experiment, studies of the exposure to volcanic risk would have to rely
on cross-sectional approaches using observed data on non-volcanic locations as the counterfactual.
To tackle this issue of “missing data” on the path of volcanic locations in the absence of volcanic risk,
simulation methods can be useful tools. Indeed, input-output models and computable general
equilibrium models aren’t yet popular in disaster assessment research (Rose, 2004; Galbusera and
Giannopoulos, 2018). Their application can extend to ex-ante evaluations of the worthiness of risk
mitigation measures, a question that is extremely difficult to address though econometric models.
Stéphane (2018) provides a rare simulation exercise based on a model describing farm asset
accumulation that identifies ex-ante effects of volcanic risk and effects due to changes in risk
perception as the result of past eruptions. Simulation methods may also be able to overcome some of
the challenges relative to socio-economic data, and compliment econometric models when studying
volcanoes in economics, in particular whenever endogeneity cannot be convincingly addressed.

7. Concluding remarks
Despite the extensive damage caused by volcanic eruptions, there are relatively few studies, both at
the micro and macroeconomic levels, which focus on the economic impacts of volcanoes. This paper
presents a review of our current state of knowledge of volcanic impacts, raises some methodological
challenges and highlights a number of research needs.
Many LMICs are exposed to volcanic hazards and, for many reasons, are particularly vulnerable to the
impacts of these hazards. The exposed populations are usually poor and uninsured against volcanic
risk. Expecting households to resettle away from dangerous zones is unrealistic because livelihoods
are not easily transferable from one economic sector to another or from one locality to another and
moving is costly. One of the principal policy challenges is thus to implement efficient public policies
aimed at supporting adaptation and resilience of people living under the threat of volcanoes.
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Appendix A. Global distribution of volcanoes
Map 1. Eruptions since 1900

Source: Olivier Santoni (CERDI) using data from the Global Volcanic Program (2013)
Note: Volcanic eruptions that occurred since 1900 and cities of more than 1 million inhabitants located at less than 100 km
of a volcano that erupted at least once since 1900. Significant eruptions are eruptions that meet at least one of the following
criteria: caused fatalities, caused $1 million damage or more, VEI of 6 or more, caused a tsunami, or was associated with a
major earthquake (source: NGDC/WDS). Non-significant eruptions are eruptions that do not meet any of the aforementioned
criteria (source: Global Volcanic Program).
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Map 2. Holocene volcanoes

Source: Olivier Santoni (CERDI) using data from the Global Volcanic Program (2013)
Note: Volcanoes with eruptions during the Holocene period (approximately the last 10,000 years) (source: Global Volcanic
Program).
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Appendix B. The economics of volcanoes?

Number of bibliographic database entries mentioning at least one type of natural hazard in its title a) among all Scopus
entries, all subject areas and document types included; b) among Scopus entries with “economics”, “econometrics “or
“finance” as a subject area of the source, all document types included; c) among Scopus entries that are articles published in
a peer-reviewed or trade journal with “economics”, “econometrics” and “finance”as a subject area of the journal; d) among
all entries of the American Economic Association. The use of a wildcard character in “volcan*” means that the search found
“volcano”, “volcanic”, and “volcanism”. Data extracted on 04 December 2019.
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